
Core Function: Dimension A - Instructional Excellence and Alignment
Effective Practice: Curriculum and instructional alignment

KEY A2.04 Instructional Teams develop standards-aligned units of instruction for 
each subject and grade level.(5094)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Dorothy J. Vaughan Academy of Technology (K-5)

    

Comprehensive Progress Report
4/6/2022

! = Past Due Objectives KEY = Key Indicator

Mission:
Our mission is to provide a positive and equitable learning environment for all scholars through the use of collaboration, rigorous instruction, and diverse 
learning experiences. Scholars will strive for success and develop a growth mindset while immersed in computer science.

Vision: Our vision is to empower scholars to become innovators in an evolving world through the use of computer science.

Goals:
By June 2022, Dorothy J Vaughan Academy of Technology will increase our overall Reading Grade Level Proficiency composite by 10% to 54.6% in grades 3-5. 
We will increase our overall Math Grade Level Proficiency composite by 10% to 44.4% in grades 3-5. (A2.04, B3.03, E1.06)
Based on our root cause analysis and our gap identification, our number one priority is consistent, effective, structured math and literacy planning utilizing 
the backwards-design planning model. We will also utilize WIN time K-5 to address achievement gaps and identify next steps in the process. (A2.04, A4.01. 
A4.06)
Provide duty-free instructional planning time for every teacher under G.S. 115C-105.27 and 301.1, with the goal of providing an average of at least five hours 
of planning time per week, to the maximum extent that the safety and proper supervision of students may allow during regular student contact hours. 
(A2.04, B3.03)



Initial Assessment:
In terms of PLCs and planning, we will continue to analyze and plan 
standards-based curriculum in all core areas. 

Classroom teachers and instructional coaches meet for one 
ninety minute planning a week for Literacy and Math. Additionally 
teachers  meet once a week for a PLC focused on MTSS/Data and one 
forty five minute block a week to plan the computer science 
integration. During these blocks of planning, the teachers and coaches 
align NC standards with daily lessons. Instructional practices are 
discussed and modeled, and assessments are created to align with the 
standards being taught.  

We have used general school funds to purchase supports for standards-
aligned instruction:

• Sub for extended planning
• Additional platforms/digital tools purchased (ex: iReady)
• Extended Employment funds will be used used for accelerated 

boot camp Spring of 2022.
• Staff book studies related to PLCs, curriculum, instructional best 

practices, etc. 

Limited Development 
06/17/2019



How it will look
when fully met: This indicator will be fully met when the following criteria is 

consistently implemented throughout the entire school.

• Computational thinking will be evident throughout an 
integration in all curriculum

• Implementation of district curricula with integrity
• Evidence of the Core Actions
• Strong PLC processes and procedures in place rooted in 

backwards design/instructional planning approach
• Collaborative PLCs with lessons and strategies being modeled 

regularly
• Differentiation and scaffolds planned intentionally
• Common vocabulary and academic language being used
• Discussion around standard-alignment and what mastery looks 

like
• Student growth and achievement data should be increasing for 

all subgroups without gaps
• Teachers will be involved in the collection and input of data into 

both the literacy and math data trackers.  This will be monitored 
by the instructional coaches, looking for an average of 80% or 
more proficiency vs. less than 80% proficiency of a standard. 

Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

06/10/2022

Actions 1 of 2 (50%)
6/2/20 Daily teachers will implement the district-provided curricula and 

resources with fidelity through the PLC collaborative process and 
classroom delivery. The Instructional Leadership Team will monitor this 
planning and implementation through formal and informal 
observations, common observational tools, student work and 
assessment data and teacher plans. 

Complete 01/24/2022 Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

12/31/2021

Notes: November 19, 2020

Teachers consistently use the district curricula and resources to plan 
lessons and activities.  The leadership team is monitoring with informal 
observations but we don't have an informal observation tool at this 
time.  All formal observations are captured using the district mandated 
tool.  

December 21, 2020



PLCs allow for collaborative discussion using district-provided curricula 
and strengthen classroom delivery. Formal and Informal observations 
are being conducted but a common observation tool is not being used.  
A common tool will be used beginning in January.  Student work 
samples and assessment data are not reviewed consistently.  This will 
be addressed in Thursday MTSS data meetings beginning in January.  

Action Steps:
ILT team will begin using a common informal walk through form. 
During Thursday sessions, grade levels will look at student work and 
assessment data for alignment beginning Jan. 14th. 

January 19, 2021

The team shared their mid year reflections on the current 
implementation and then shared agreed upon new action steps.  A 
common informal walk through form was selected and all team 
members have access to the walk through form.  It is our desire to 
begin using the form in February for informal data collection. 

February 22, 2021

The recent decision of the District to remain remote until February 15th 
has altered our time line for data collection with a common walk 
through form.  We haven't begun using the form at this time but we 
has set a new target date.  Teachers submit small group instruction 
plans weekly. The plans are monitored by grade level coaches and 
reviewed during data dive meetings. 

March 15, 2021

We are on track to completion by May 28th. PLCs will continue to plan 
weekly using
collaborative planning documents and will use current data to drive 
instruction. 

April 19, 2021

Each grade level is analyzing both standards and curriculum and also 
vertical planning with the grade level above.   We are looking for ways 
to supplement instruction according to data.



May 17, 2021
There aren't any new actions to discuss or implement at this time.  The 
ILT team will meet in June to determine completion status. 

June 2, 2021
Most of this action step has been completed.  The implementation of 
district curriculum was done with fidelity.  The PLC collaborative 
process and classroom delivery were evidence of the implementation 
of the EL and Envisions curriculum.   The Leadership team completed 
walkthroughs and shared feedback with the coaches and teachers but a 
common observational tool wasn't used.  Next year we will continue 
this goal to focus on using the common observational tool for 
classroom walk throughs. 

September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
Teachers attend a 90 minute planning session once a week.  During the 
planning sessions, they work with their grade level coaches to develop 
plans that align with the NC Standards and the CMS pacing calendar.  
This year the PLCs have a specific focus on district Curriculum and 
accelerated learning.   Ms. Matthews and Ms. Briscoe have begun 
conducting informal grade level observations. 

November 15, 2021
We continue to provide teachers with a 90 minute planning.  The 
coaches are now focused on how to teach the standards and providing 
small group instruction with differentiated tasks. 

December 13, 2021
90 minute planning is going well. Teachers are looking at their lessons 
and preparing instruction around assessments. Teachers are 
implementing Mastery Connect to analyze data. Leadership team is 
conducting walkthroughs. Instructional coaches are continuing to work 
with their teams. 

January 18, 2022
Grade level standards are being taught in classrooms through the 
district required curriculum.  All teachers attend weekly PLC meetings. 
Centerpoint assessments for grades 3-5 are being administered and the 
teachers and grade level coach are analyzing the data. Support staff 



monthly grade level meetings provide teachers with support for their 
EC, TD, and ELL students.  Teachers are being trained in LETRS. 

9/2/21 Coaches will facilitate the implementation of  4 thinking maps across all 
curricular areas.  Student work and the student showcase will be 
evident of implementation. 

Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

02/28/2022

Notes: September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
This has been a huge success. Eighty percent of our classrooms have 
exposed our scholars to the first four thinking map: Bubble Map, Circle 
Map, Double Bubble Map and Tree Map. 

November 15, 2021
During our November 3rd meeting with Mr. West, each grade level 
shared a picture of their student thinking maps.  Teachers discussed the 
glows and challenges as they guided students through completing the 
maps.  Mr. West provided teachers with recommended modifications 
to help teachers and students overcome their challenges. 

December 13, 2021
Instructional coaches are continuing to work with their teams. All 
Thinking Maps have been introduced to students (8 different maps). 

January 18, 2022
Instructional Coaches will continue to facilitate the integration of 
thinking maps with the core curriculum.  Teachers will integrate 
Thinking Maps into their daily lessons and showcase student work.  
Administrators will begin to facilitate conversation focused on Thinking 
Map usage through formal and informal walkthroughs and feedback.   

Core Function: Dimension A - Instructional Excellence and Alignment
Effective Practice: Student support services

KEY A4.01 The school implements a tiered instructional system that allows 
teachers to deliver evidence-based instruction aligned with the 
individual needs of students across all tiers.(5117)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date



Initial Assessment:
Professional Learning Communities (PLC's) meet weekly for 90 minutes 
each to plan for effective, standards-aligned core instruction using the 
backwards-design model.

MTSS meet weekly at the beginning of the year (first 5-6 weeks) to 
discuss student progress both academically and behaviorally.  Data is 
analyzed to determine if students need to begin/continue the MTSS 
framework to support future success in the classroom.  

We will be working to update our master schedule and service delivery 
models to ensure we are meeting the needs of all student IEPs, LIEPs, 
and TD plans in both in-person and remote settings. Additionally, we 
are utilizing the district’s updated Standard Treatment Protocol when 
providing supplemental and intensive interventions.

We will utilize the Orton Gillingham training to support scholars. Our 
goal is for all K-3 teachers to be trained. Current status- 1 of 3 
instructional coaches trained, 1 of 3 Kindergarten, 1 of 2 First grade 
teachers 2 of 3 Second grade teachers and 2 of 3 third grade teachers 
and 1or 1 EC teacher trained. DJV Total: 8 staff trained.

Limited Development 
09/30/2019



Priority Score: 3 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 9

How it will look
when fully met: This indicator will be fully met when the following criteria is 

consistently implemented throughout the entire school in an in-person, 
hybrid, or remote setting:

• Teachers implementing core curriculum with integrity
• Diverse use of best practices and strategies that address 

different learning styles and needs
• Established MTSS team, structures and processes
• Collaboration across general education and support staff (EC, TD, 

EL, counselors, etc.) 
• Focus is on the quality of instruction rather than student deficits
• Purposeful tiered instruction is being provided for academics and 

behavior
• Data driven instruction and decision-making
• Accurate identification of student needs rooted in data 

When this objective is fully met, the following will be observed:

1. Teachers and Instructional coaches will collaboratively create a PLC 
agenda for each grade level that is aligned with the standards to be 
taught in the upcoming week and in alignment to the district-provided 
curricula.

2.  MTSS discussions will take place on a weekly basis during a third PLC 
planning time.  Data trackers for both ELA and Math assessments will 
be analyzed to determine appropriate instruction for individual 
students.  Data trackers will be updated bi-monthly.

Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

06/10/2022

Actions 1 of 2 (50%)
10/7/19 We created a Master Schedule that allows teachers and support staff to 

provide MTSS interventions, enrichment, reteach, etc. to scholars- DJV 
WIN. The MTSS Leadership Team will meet monthly to analyze school-
wide attendance, behavior/social-emotional, and academic data 
utilizing a data-based problem solving protocol for effectiveness of 
instruction, curriculum and environment in meeting student needs. The 
success of this team is measured through provision of exemplar plans, 
recommended interventions, feedback on the health of our MTSS 
framework and instruction and next steps for teacher implementation. 

Complete 01/24/2022 Whitney Settlemier 
(9/5/19)

12/31/2021

Notes: November 19, 2020



Dr. Kavel addressed indicator A4.01- MTSS is being utilized to meet the 
needs of all students through the Tiered approach. Teachers and the 
MTSS team meet every two weeks to discuss student progress based on 
the interventions and strategies put in place. 

December 21, 2020

We are currently meeting monthly for MTSS.  Wrap-around documents 
have been created and implemented to address emotional, social, and 
academic needs of all students.  Student counselor and other support 
staff regularly meet with students, families, and teachers to ensure 
emotional needs are being met.  Recovery times were established to 
support student work and increase student attendance. 

Action Items:
The MTSS team members and ILT members will meet together twice a 
quarter to analyze academic data using a data based problem solving 
protocol.
The Support Services Team will continue to conduct in person and 
virtual home visits to support students with attendance, academic, and 
behavior/social-emotional needs. 
Teachers will be provided professional development focused on how to 
select interventions that align with the appropriate area of specific 
student needs. 

January 19, 2021

The mid year reflections of the ILT was that the team was meeting 
monthly, wrap around documents were used, and recovery meetings 
were established to support work and attendance. Action items were 
the team would meet twice a month, support team would continue to 
meet with students to provide all types of supports, and PD will 
continue to strengthen understanding of MTSS interventions.

February 22, 2021

MTSS meetings are held bi-weekly.  Teachers and administrators attend 
these meetings.  All teachers now have access to the programs used to 
provide student interventions. Teachers have data trackers. Data 
trackers are linked into a document used during MTSS meetings. During 
our MTSS meetings teachers share their data points for students on tier 
2 and tier 3 intervention plans.   The teachers are all providing 



opportunities to support students with make up assignments.   The 
support team continues to meet with students to provide all types of 
supports, and PD will continue to strengthen the understanding of 
MTSS interventions.

March 15, 2021

MTSS Team is on track to completing this goal by May 28th.

April 19, 2021

Indicator will be met at the end of the year. Purposeful data driven 
instruction is given. MTSS is given to look at strengths instead of 
deficits. Data trackers will be analyzed and reviewed monthly.

 May 17, 2021

There aren't any new actions to discuss or implement at this time.  The 
ILT team will meet in June to determine completion status. 

June 2, 2021
The MTSS team worked diligently to ensure that data trackers were 
used consistently.  They were uploaded into the agenda each week for 
Teacher's to share student progress and gain next steps to support their 
scholars.  The social emotional and any behavioral needs were 
supported by recommendations from the school counselor and school 
psychologist.  However, we weren't consistent with the MTSS 
Leadership Team meeting monthly to analyze school-wide attendance, 
behavior/social emotional, curriculum and environment in meeting 
student needs. For this reason, we will continue to work on this 
goal/action step next school year. 

September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
MTSS meetings have begun.  Teachers have been trained on the MTSS 
process. Teachers have begun recommending students for MTSS. Some 
students are getting interventions due to an updated plan based on 
data from a plan used during the 2020-2021 school year. 



November 15, 2021
Student plans have been developed and sent home to parents.  
Teachers have a data tracker that is used to track student performance 
and progress monitoring.  Teachers attend bi-weekly MTSS meetings to 
discuss student progress with their goals.  

December 13, 2021
AVID strategies are beginning to be used in the classroom. Students are 
working with different strategies. 
The master schedule was created to include WIN time and intervention 
time. Dreambox, AIMSWeb and i-Ready software are being used for 
MTSS. Teams attend MTSS meetings biweekly. Students are using 
individualized interventions. Data is being collected and progress 
monitoring is conducted once per week or once every other week.

January 18, 2022
Grade levels meet biweekly to discuss progress and next steps, 
individualized interventions are determined by a district made Standard 
Treatment Protocol. Teachers collect weekly or biweekly data from 
progress monitoring reports to determine student progress toward 
their goals. 

1/24/22 Staff will create and update student data using the ECATS platform 
during the second semester.  

Whitney Settlemier 
and Stephanie 

LaFontaine

06/08/2022

Notes: Ms. Settlemier and Ms. LaFontaine will help facilitate the training and 
use of the ECATS platform with applicable staff members.  

Implementation: 01/24/2022
Evidence 1/24/2022

MTSS team has created and shared weekly agendas.  Teachers have 
input progress monitoring data in MTSS spreadsheets and they are 
discussed at our weekly meetings.  Documentatio is updated in the 
google drive and shared with leadership team and applicable staff.  

Experience 1/24/2022
The MTSS team created a weekly agenda with links to data trackers and 
Standard Treatment Protocol curriculum links.  Teachers and MTSS 
leads met weekly to discuss student progress and impact of the 
intervention being provided.  

Sustainability 1/24/2022
Behavior interventions are done with fidelity by all staff.  Intervention 
data trackers are continued to be completed with fidelity. 



KEY A4.06 ALL teachers are attentive to students' emotional states, guide 
students in managing their emotions, and arrange for supports and 
interventions when necessary.(5124)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
DJV will continue to use previous training from Restorative Practice, 
RULER- Yale University and other SEL resources to create a  social and 
emotional regulated school environment. 

Caring Schools Curriculum- all staff participated in a school-wide 
training of the newly adopted Caring Schools Curriculum through the 
district.  Our school counselor, dean of students, and school 
psychologist will continue to support the implementation of this school-
wide program throughout the school year.

Social-Emotional Learning segments on the morning news.  SEL 
segments will focus on mindfulness, character education and targeted 
social skills and coping strategies throughout the school year.  

Restorative Practice- DJV staff members received training on NEDRP, 
restorative practice Summer 2021. Additional follow-up training will 
be provided by district leaders focused on family engagement during 
the 2021-22 school year.  

Sensory Lab, Calming Room and 3B Movement will be a resource to 
support our scholars need. 

Limited Development 
09/30/2019



Priority Score: 2 Opportunity Score: 3 Index Score: 6

How it will look
when fully met: Staff and students will work and learn in a safe, positive learning 

environment.  Staff and students will be able to recognize emotions in 
self and others and use appropriate coping strategies to express and 
manage emotions.  

Various sources will be used to determine full implementation including 
school discipline data, academic data, student and staff attendance.   

At full implementation teachers will be attentive to students' emotional 
states, guide students into managing their emotional state, and arrange 
for supports and interventions when necessary (ie: restorative 
conversations and Sensory Lab). Students will know that different 
situations prompt different emotions, understand other differences, 
identify different ways to express emotions, and have self management 
of their own emotions and how they impact others.

Certified Specialist in Relational Practices: Ms. Briscoe, Ms. Settlemier, 
Mr. Kingsberry and Ms. Matthews (will facilitate PD and progress safe 
practice and implementation) 

School Counselor will have designated time weekly for  scheduled 
classes focused on the Panorama and Character Trait lessons.

Shantel   Briscoe 
(9/5/19)

06/10/2022

Actions 0 of 2 (0%)
9/2/21 Teachers will use the Caring School Curriculum at least 4 out of 5 days 

to facilitate morning meetings with their students. 
Stephanie 
Lafontaine

02/28/2022



Notes: September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
Teachers are using the Caring Schools Curriculum daily to facilitate 
morning meetings with their students. Ms. Lafontaine, the Admin team, 
and teachers facilitate restorative circles, and restorative meetings as 
needed. 

November 15, 2021
The Connect Teachers have been issued a copy of the Caring Schools 
Curriculum for each grade level. The teachers will integrate the lessons 
into the Learning Lab.  Learning Lab occurs once a week as a part of 
Encore. 

December 13, 2021
Teachers are using the Caring School Curriculum for morning meetings. 
Teachers are attending to the emotional needs of students. Staff will 
participate in Panorama professional development. Connect teachers 
are using Learning Lab time as SEL time as well as for computer science 
lessons. 

January 18, 2022
Teachers facilitate Caring Schools Curriculum, Mrs. Lafontaine and Ms. 
Caldwell are collaborating to implement SEL and AVID strategies in fifth 
grade to prepare them for middle school.

January 24, 2022
Connect teachers in Learning Lab and school counselor provides SEL 
lessons on a weekly basis.  
Instructional coaches will begin to share how the SEL weekly plans are 
integrated into their daily instruction during PLC times.  

9/2/21 School Counselor will facilitate at least 2 small groups and continue to 
teach 6 lessons a week to meet the SEL needs of the scholars. She will 
use teacher anecdotal notes and panorama data to craft her lessons.

Stephanie 
LaFontaine 

05/31/2022



Notes:
September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
K-2 teachers have completed the panorama surveys for each student. 
3rd-5th grade students have completed the panorama survey.  Ms. 
Lafontaine is teaching 6 SEL lessons a week as a part of the weekly 
Encore rotation.  At this time, Ms. Lafontaine has not begun small 
groups.  There is a plan to begin small groups soon. 

November 15, 2021
Ms. Lafontaine is meeting with students -one -on one to support their 
social-emotional needs.  She also teaches classroom lessons and leads 
restorative circles. 

December 13, 2021
Ms. Lafontaine has started small groups to support students. She 
teaches in the Encore rotation every Monday and Tuesday. 

January 18, 2022
Mrs. Lafontaine will pull groups to help with SEL needs, Panorama data 
is being utilized to support student needs.  Mrs. Lafontaine supports 
with providing in school counseling for students who need it and refers 
to school-based mental health when needed.  

January 24, 2022
Mrs. Lafontaine has completed one small group cycle.  She will begin 
her second cycle of small groups the week of Jan. 24th.  

Implementation: 06/02/2021
Evidence 6/2/2021 

6/2/2021- DJV Wrap Around Document, PLC Meeting Agendas, 
Confidential Counselor's Log, Anecdotal Notes on Walk Throughs for 
SEL blocks, Successful Completion of the Panorama surveys, Teacher 
and staff EOY PDP goal completion



Experience 6/2/2021 
6/2/2021-  School counselor provided monthly lessons to all grade 
levels.  All teachers completed their SEL goal as outlined in their 
Professional development Plan.  School counselor collaborated with 
district community advocates to provide resources to our scholars.  She 
also solidified and held our Mental Health program accountable for 
meeting with all students assigned to them.  She collaborated with the 
Mental Health program to support the needs of our students.  She also 
provided situational support to meet the varying needs of our scholars 
individually and in small groups while remaining within the ASCA 
guidelines. 

Sustainability 6/2/2021 
6/2/2021- The team will continue to hold the staff accountable for 
using the SEL curriculum during morning meetings.  The school 
counselor will partner with TD to host a Sip and See for available 
resources to support students.  The Student Services PLC will continue 
to meet bi-weekly.  A modified version of the wrap around document 
will be used.  Next year the School Counselor and School Psychologist 
will partner to provide small group support next year.  The school 
counselor will complete her on boarding PD by completing the Bounce 
Back Curriculum and the Restorative Practices Curriculum. 

Core Function: Dimension B - Leadership Capacity
Effective Practice: Monitoring instruction in school



KEY B3.03 The principal monitors curriculum and classroom instruction regularly 
and provides timely, clear, constructive feedback to teachers.(5149)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
The principal will be monitoring curriculum and classroom instruction 
regularly and provide timely, clear, constructive feedback to teachers.  

Administrative team will leave notes and/or email feedback after 
informal walk-throughs and communicating to the instructional 
coaches feedback noted during walk throughs, observations and during 
PLC meetings.  The monitoring takes place through the review of lesson 
plans, data trackers, and classroom walk throughs. 

Limited Development 
10/15/2019



How it will look
when fully met: Ms. Matthews, the school principal, will leave feedback relative to the 

work being done in the classroom.  This feedback will be the result of 
observations and coaching feedback sessions led by the administrative 
team. The principal will be present in PLC meetings and contribute to 
the meetings. The teacher and administration will have a tracking 
system of the feedback provided and notes documenting the high 
leverage practices being addressed.  We will use the resources provided 
by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo.  The principal, assistant principal, Dean of 
Students will make short regular classroom observations. These 
observations give school leaders the chance to see what instruction is 
like in classrooms throughout the school and offer feedback to inform 
instructional practices.  

First semester we visited all classrooms each week. However, feedback 
was moderate. Our goal is to utilize the same document to give more 
specific feedback. Formal observations have yielded growth in the 
teachers skill set.  Our presence and participation in PLC has been 
beneficial. We can gather information about the curriculum and 
provide real time questions, feedback / recommendations.  

Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

06/10/2022

Actions 1 of 2 (50%)
6/2/20 Principal attends PLC meetings regularly, monitors the PLC agendas and 

seeks correlation with classroom lesson facilitation. The principal will 
provide feedback and necessary next steps to ensure the fidelity of 
classroom implementation.

Complete 01/24/2022 Shantel Briscoe 12/31/2021

Notes: November 19, 2020

B3.03- Ms. Matthews: Ms. Matthews attends PLC meetings each week 
to observe planning in action.  The PLC agendas are shared with the 
leadership team at least 24 hours before the planning is scheduled.  
Feedback is provided to the coaches and teachers for formal and 
informal observations. 

December 21, 2020



First semester we visited all classrooms each week. However, feedback 
was moderate. Our goal is to utilize the same document to give more 
specific feedback. Formal observations have yielded growth in the 
teachers skill set.  Our presence and participation in PLC has been 
beneficial. We can gather information about the curriculum and 
provide real time questions, feedback / recommendations. 

January 19, 2021

The ILTs mid year reflections were to continue to visit classrooms and 
provide more feedback based on formal and informal observations. 
Currently there is an administrator in all weekly PLC meetings. 

February 22, 2021

There continues to be an administrator present at all weekly PLC 
meetings. The leadership team has begun to visit classrooms and 
capture the trends and deltas based on grade level visits.  The trends 
and deltas are discussed in admin sessions and captured in a feedback 
document for grade levels to review.  This is a new process. We are 
working to build consistency with this practice.

March 15, 2021

Administration is asking crucial questions during planning meetings, 
maximizing the instructional
days, and ensuring students have access to the curriculum to finish 
strong through the end of the year.

April 19, 2021

Administration is consistently attending planning, MTSS meetings, and 
data meetings.  They are also completing classroom walk-throughs 
virtually and in person. 

May 17, 2021

There aren't any new actions to discuss or implement at this time.  The 
ILT team will meet in June to determine completion status. 



June 2, 2021
The Admin team was present at all PLC meetings.  PLC agendas were 
shared in advance and reviewed by the coach and Grade Level 
Administrator prior to the PLC.  Coaching sessions were held at least 
once a month with grade level coaches to support PLC planning and 
curriculum pacing.  However, the administration wasn't able to 
consistently provide feedback on necessary next steps to ensue the 
fidelity of classroom implementation. For this reason, we will continue 
working on this action step next school year. 

September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
Ms. Matthews and Ms. Briscoe have begun informal observations. 
Feedback has not been provided to the teachers yet.  Feedback has 
been shared with the coaches to support teachers in the classroom. A 
walk through form has been submitted to our LC for review. With the 
recent changes in HR.  Ms. Matthews will attend PLCs for the 
Reading/ELA portion.  Ms. Briscoe will attend PLCs for the Math 
portion. 

November 15, 2021
Ms. Matthews and Ms. Briscoe will begin using the District walk 
through tool to complete weekly walk throughs.  The School walk 
through form has been edited to include the Core Actions for ELA and 
Math.  The grade level coaches and Administration will use the school 
walk through form for teacher coaching and feedback. 

December 13, 2021
Administrators are attending 90 minute planning meetings with 
classroom teachers as well as connect teachers.
Walkthrough forms have been shared with teachers and feedback is 
provided. We are using a blended approach using both the district 
walkthrough form as well as our own observation form to provide 
feedback to teachers. 

January 18, 2022
Mrs. Matthews and Mrs. Briscoe are attending PLC meetings on 
Monday and Tuesday, Mrs. Matthews is focusing on EL, Mrs. Briscoe is 
working with math. The leadership team is using the district 
walkthrough form for observation and feedback as well. The second 



round of observations has begun.  Teachers are meeting to post-
conference with Mrs. Matthews and Mrs. Briscoe after observations.

6/2/20 Administrators and Instructional Leadership Team will participate in 
walk throughs and observations to provide purposeful feedback 
promoting growth in the teaching profession.  The leadership team will 
discuss trends and necessary next steps during weekly meetings in 
reference to feedback provided.

Shantel Briscoe 03/01/2022

Notes:  November 19, 2020

Formal observations are being conducted currently.  We are aligned 
with the districts schedule for conducting formal observations.  
Feedback is provided during post conference sessions.  Walk through 
feedback is being provided by coaches and administrators. 

December 21, 2020

Instructional coaches have been consistent with feedback for each of 
their grade levels. The amount of support and resources the four 
coaches provide to the teacher is phenomenal.  The small ratio of 
teachers to coaches affords them the opportunity to really grow their 
teachers which impacts student learning. 

January 19, 2021

The ILTs mid year reflections were to continue to visit classrooms and 
provide more feedback based on formal and informal observations. The 
team will meet on Friday to discuss the common walk through form 
they would like to use when visiting classrooms for observation and 
feedback. 

February 22, 2021

The leadership team has begun to visit classrooms and capture the 
trends and deltas based on grade level visits.  The trends and deltas are 
discussed in admin sessions and captured in a feedback document for 
grade levels to review.  This is a new process. We are working to build 
consistency with this practice.

March 15, 2021



Administration is asking crucial questions during planning meetings, 
maximizing the instructional
days, and ensuring students have access to the curriculum to finish 
strong through the end of the year.

April 19, 2021

Administration is consistently attending planning, MTSS meetings, and 
data meetings.  They are also completing classroom walk-throughs 
virtually and in person. 

May 17, 2021

There aren't any new actions to discuss or implement at this time.  The 
ILT team will meet in June to determine completion status. 

June 2, 2021
The Administrators and Instructional Leadership Team inconsistently 
completed classroom walk throughs and observations.  All formal 
District observations were completed by the Admin team.  The unique 
learning environments this year were a challenge for our team.  Due to 
Covid 19 the school went through multiple transitions in learning 
environments.  The leadership team increased their support for 
teachers and students which led to some inconsistencies with walk 
throughs. We focused on meeting the social/emotional needs of the 
staff and students to maintain a positive working and learning 
environment.  We will continue working on this action step next school 
year. 

September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
Ms. Matthews and Ms. Briscoe have begun informal observations.  
Feedback has not been provided to the teachers yet.  Feedback has 
been shared with the coaches to support teachers in the classroom.  A 
walk through form has been submitted to our LC for review. Upon 
approval, feedback will be shared with the teachers, using the form.  
Formal observations will begin next week.  The focus of walkthroughs 
for Sept. and Oct is the Core Instruction. 



November 15, 2021
Ms. Matthews and Ms. Briscoe will begin using the District walk 
through tool to complete weekly walk throughs.  The School walk 
through form has been edited to include the Core Actions for ELA and 
Math.  The grade level coaches and Administration will use the school 
walk through form for teacher coaching and feedback. 

December 13, 2021
Walkthrough forms have been shared with teachers and feedback is 
provided. We are using a blended approach using both the district 
walkthrough form as well as our own observations to provide feedback. 
Abbreviated evaluations are underway for more experienced teachers. 

January 18, 2022
The leadership team is using the district walkthrough form for 
observation and feedback with specified teachers.  Mrs. Briscoe and 
Mrs. Matthews strategically use a school walk through form to identify 
trends on certain grade levels to provide teachers with feedback.  The 
completed form is shared with teachers and feedback is provided 
during a scheduled meeting.  The second round of observations has 
begun.  Teachers are meeting to post-conference with Mrs. Matthews 
and Mrs. Briscoe after observations.



Core Function: Dimension E - Families and Community
Effective Practice: Family Engagement

KEY E1.06 The school regularly communicates with parents/guardians about its 
expectations of them and the importance of the curriculum of the 
home (what parents can do at home to support their children's 
learning).(5182)

Implementation 
Status Assigned To Target Date

Initial Assessment:
At Dorothy J Vaughn, we are implementing a multitude of 
communication tools and resources to help parents navigate the school 
year with their scholar.  

Parents are receiving Connect Ed messages about Technology and 
School Supply updates.

DJV staff will offer multiple "Parent Engagement" Sessions during the 
first semester to support parents in regards to the curriculum being 
taught. 

Parents will have the ability to receive grade level information during 
two Curriculum Night time slots (September 2021). 

DJV will offer Family Engagement Nights focused on STEM.

Limited Development 
09/30/2019

How it will look
when fully met: When all the communication tools are effectively implemented, 

Dorothy J Vaughan families will be fully engage in the learning lives of 
 their children resulting in significant improvement in student learning 
and engagement.

Staff at DJV will utilize a variety of social media platforms to 
communicate activities happening at school.  (Instagram, Twitter, 
Facebook, DJV Website)  

Staff will communicate with parents through newsletters, agendas, 
notes, phone calls, emails, Dojo messages, etc. 

Toyia  Matthews  
(9/5/19)

06/10/2022

Actions 0 of 2 (0%)
9/23/21 Dorothy J. Vaughan is expanding our magnet focus from coding to 

computer science.  The school website will be updated to reflect our 
new focus.  Teachers will share information about their current units of 
study in the weekly newsletters.  The school will host family nights and 
provide enrichment activities centered around our theme. 

Damien Kingsberry  
(9/5/19)

05/31/2022



Notes: September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
We are 1-1 with technology devices.  A check out sheet will be shared 
in the future for parents to sign out the student devices.  Digital 
Imaging is the first phase of Computer Science.  Students are learning 
digital imaging in class with their teachers. Students attend Computer 
Science Encore with Mr. Kingsberry once a week to work on digital 
imaging. 3rd grade students have created and built a classroom with 
digital imaging- pixel art.  In Stem girls, students created soap and 
tested the PH levels of the products they used. Each student left with a 
bottle of soap they created. 
Teachers will begin to  receive coaching, professional development and 
feedback from our consultant, Dr. Jones. 

November 15, 2021
Digi Bridge and Stem Girls continue to be a success. In ENCORE, Mr. 
Kingsberry continues to teach Computer Science lessons aligned with 
each grade level unit. 

December 13, 2021
The school has begun sending out information through flyers in 
Thursday folders to support parent communication. STEM Girls- fifth 
grade girls are doing fabulous work. Teachers are completing computer 
science professional development during planning time with Dr. Jones. 

January 18, 2022
STEM girls continues, students are moving into the programming and 
robotics phase of computer science learning. Mr. Kingsberry teaches 
computer science encore classes to all grade level every Monday and 
Tuesday.  UNCC look in the mirror events will be shared soon. 

1/22/20 The staff at Dorothy J. Vaughan Academy of Technology will use 
frequent communication to keep all stakeholders informed.  

Damien Kingsberry  
(9/5/19)

06/07/2022

Notes: November 19, 2020

The AVID binders haven't been used this year.  The school year began 
with full remote learning.  Students transitioned to Plan B, if their 
parents desired on November 2nd.  At this time, teachers are focusing 
on teaching classroom procedures and establishing routines.  



December 21, 2020

Alternate school plans presented a challenge with implementing the 
AVID binders this year.  We did not use the AVID Binders due to the A/B 
days, full remote academy options,  and changes in learning plan. 

Action Plan:
AVID team will present options for the staff to consider that support 
our AVID focus ( writing strategies and organizational tool).
WICOR- look at how this tool can be used in PLC to implement AVID 

January 19, 2021

The mid year review confirmed that AVID binders are not being used 
due to a variety of learning plan platforms.  The ILT determined that the 
AVID team will present other ways to support the AVID focus within 
this school year.

February 22, 2021

The AVID team has determined that we will not be able to use AVID 
binders successfully this year due to the unique make up of in person 
and full remote learners. 

March 15, 2021

AVID binders will not be implemented due to COVID.

April 19, 2021

We are unable to complete this goal this school year due to COVID 19.  
We will complete this goal next school year.

May 17, 2021

There aren't any new actions to discuss or implement at this time.  The 
ILT team will meet in June to determine completion status. 

June 2, 2021
The team agrees that we did not meet this goal due to Covid 19 and 
most of our students learning on line this school year. We also agreed 



that the goal should be updated to include more than just AVID 
binders.  As an AVID school we know the importance of students being 
organized physically and mentally.  Therefore, we adjusted the goal to 
address AVID strategies in place of AVID Binders. 

September 27, 2021
Ms. Price and Ms. Matthews introduced the School Improvement Plan 
and Action Items to the Team for approval.  

October 18, 2021
Teachers and students are using the DJV agendas to communicate 
between school and home. 
Teachers have shared an electronic communication log with the Admin 
Team.  Teachers will keep the log current with parent communication.  
Teachers will integrate  WICOR into their lessons to support student 
learning.  

November 15, 2021
Teachers are keeping a digital communication log to document teacher-
parent communication.  Agendas are being used as a tool to 
communicate with parents/guardians. Teachers are still focused on the 
Thinking MAPS.  This is a part of the AVID organization component. 

December 13, 2021
Parent-Teacher communication continues with agendas.  Teachers are 
keeping up-to-date communication logs. 

January 18, 2022
All students have an agenda.  Teachers have shared an electronic 
communication log with administrators.  


